
Delegate Packages



28 Seated16 SeatedFull Day $100pp

MAXIMUMMINIMUMDURATION

PRIVATE CONFERENCE ROOM
 (Boardroom Style)

DELEGATE MEETINGS

1

Projector and screen (mac connector available)

Nespresso coffee machine with unlimited use of pods

Exclusive use of breakout lounge area

Whiteboard and markers

Wi-Fi

Additional lunch course $10pp

Sides (Fries/Salad $10 each

INCLUSIONS

ADDITIONALS

The delegate package can be booked by corporates looking for a secluded area for 
private meetings or exclusively for larger scale conferences

ARRIVAL
Coffee, tea and fresh fruit

BREAK
Coffee, tea and pastries served in the conference room or breakout lounge

LUNCH 
      2 course lunch served in the main restaurant/conference room or

finger food working lunch including: quiche, salad, fries and sandwiches
includes 1 soft drink



120 Seated07:00-10:30 $45pp

MAXIMUMDURATION

EXCLUSIVE

BUSINESS BREAKFASTS

1

Projector and screen (mac connector available)

Microphone 

INCLUSIONS

ARRIVAL
Coffee, tea, orange juice & pastries 

MAIN
Alternate drop of the following:

Scrambled eggs with smoked salmon and rocket

Scrambled eggs with bacon and rocket

DESSERT 
 fruit skewers

MINIMUM 
SPEND

MENU

$3,500

The business breakfast package is ideal for corporates of up to 120 for presentations 
and talks over breakfast, while enjoying the bay views.



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS CONTINUED

FAQ

7. SUPPLIER SET-UP TIMES
 Depending on the date and time of your event suppliers are welcome to bump 

in from 8am for lunch functions and from 5pm for evening functions. Inventory 
cannot be stored and must be removed from the venue after the function has 
concluded. Small items may be stored 24 hours prior, with bigger items bumped 
in on the day.

8. TENTITIVE BOOKINGS
 Tentative bookings can be held for up to 7 days, upon receipt of a $500 deposit 

the booking will then be confirmed.

9. BEVERAGE
 For private dining events drinks are based on consumption and added to 1 tab. 

Unfortunately, we can’t offer drinks on a cash bar basis. All drinks ordered will 
go on to the one tab to be collected at the end of the event. Once your event has 
concluded your party will be more than welcome to continue on in our lounge 
or deck area with a new tab. Beverage package options are available.   
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10. DIETARY REQUIREMENTS
 At The Baths, we are extremely flexible regarding guest dietary 

requirements. We just need to know what dietary requirements there will 
be attending and we can cater to these on the day.

11. DECK
 The Baths has 2 upstairs deckings. Our main decking that overlooks the 

bay and city is a shared decking with the restaurant. As this is a large 
decking there is never any problems with both private dining and the 
restaurant using it. The other deck area can be used privately by the 
booking in the private dining room. There is unfortunately no bay views 
with this decking.
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events@middlebrightonbaths.com.au
www.middlebrightonbaths.com.au

(03) 9539 7002

251 Esplanade
Brighton, VIC 3186


